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As with always, the Jews, even after doing crimes beyond any imagination, they
come to "Save the day", make glorifying movies, and so forth, about the things
that they done.
Recently, I was browsing online, and I saw that there was a Netflix series called
"Trotsky", in which of course, the weak and smelly jew was glorified. I watched a
trailer and this whole thing was about how cool this sickly kike was, how much of
a "Sexually appealing revolutionary moral fighter", wanted by women (in real life
these were jewesses, in the trailers they looked like Gentiles - subliminals), and all
the rest of the garbage that any person who knows what brainwashing is, would
immediately notice.
An actor around a hundred times more beautiful than the sickly and insane jew
Trotsky was put into the series, just to make sure it does not look how it really
was. Things like that Stalin and Trotsky never took a shower and smelled from 10
feet radius are not mentioned of course, similarly as how shows glorify everything
jewish, from their genocidal plans, to personal scat habits.
Was this part of why some Rabbinical commentary disallows showering for in
many cases 40 days? Evidence shown later and posted here shows that all these
characters were in the Hebrew Kabbalah anyway.
Why Jews would glorify Communism however? According to one of their top
Rabbis of all the centuries, Shem Tov, Communism is literally Judaism in political
form. Goyim owns nothing, it is a serf slave, jews get to share the wealth of the
goyim.
That, aside all the usual promotion of Stalin as a good person, and everything
else. Anyone who has read as much as one page of a history book, knows most of
these were criminals and for the standards of the present world, they would be in
the very least terrorists. Regardless of this, and regardless that for example, the
bastion of Communism invaded Germany, a statue of Lenin was raised up there
recently.

In Universities in "Goyim Lands", these are promoted by a select Communism
promoting gang, as "revolutionary fighters", "great personalities", all in the guise
of some sort of political lesson. Some universities go as far as to glorify them
directly and offer classes to students to literally turn them into Communists and
terrorists. Then people scratch their heads on why there are so many ANTIFA that
want to burn the Nation up. Gee, I wonder why?
According to the impositions of what it means to be "German" in the modern
constructed identity, what makes on "German" nowadays, is their willingness to
extinct their own blood off of the face of the Earth, and repent for being "Nazis"
once sometime ago. It doesn't matter if most of the claims about them are only
slander as verified by historical evidence. What matters is the feeling of the Jews,
things like Epstein, Escobar, or this other Rabbi from Israel who said that a million
Arabs are not worth a jewish fingernail.
These things are not crimes or racism, they are just oppressed Jews speaking their
mind. A German saying something like "I want Germany to remain German" is of
course a Nazi, criminal, and genocidal freak. Part of "German" modern identity, is
to love Communism, and tell yourself that it's great and very moral of the Jews to
have a genocide plan going for 2500 consecutive years or more. Erecting statues
of Lenin, whose ideology and support of the Communist movement, resulted in
millions of dead Russians and Germans, is "open minded" and "acceptable".
However, the Jews own the current system, so promoting jewish druglords,
terrorists, mass murderers, and so forth, is always fine and applicable to jews.
These have to be jews. As the jewish saying goes, "Even a jewish sinner is a jew".
Reptiles like Epstein are also indirectly promoted and made to sound "cool" in
online series. Present day morality in art, literature, press and so forth, is to
glorify all jews, amend them of all guilt to any crime, and generally, glamorize any
jew no matter what.
Jews did not lose an opportunity to generate more money over what Epstein did
with being a rapist, they instantly made a series to glorify him indirectly, as some
sort of real smart mastermind which had a couple of flaws. Pablo Escobar, who
was also a jew, is another example. Jews are in such a rush to promote these to

the youth, that indeed, they do not even wait for their proper death to take place
or anything like that.
Another favorite is that they like to re-write history. This can happen over
generations. In the United States, people knew of the horrors of Communism. It
took a few decades to create battallions of idiots that wave around the
Communist flag. Nowadays, with the mass and incessant brainwashing,
Communism has become rather ingrained in the thinking process of millions.
Progressively of course, the material system is what the enemy wants to create.
Every so often, jews also do rituals and workings to promote Communism. They
tell people it was all great, and of course, since not 100% of people died, and
most of them were living in the lowest level imaginable but knew no different,
they are told Communism was "appealing".
Jews and the Jewish party owned 100% of wealth. Modern, even partial
implementation of Communist thought, create the most horrific living conditions,
conditions of human rights, hygiene, and any freedom that is personal of any way
is abolished. Newer forms of technological developments also increasingly help
these corrupt governments to keep track of citizens for abuse.
Nothing proves the motivations of the jews more than what they are obviously
do. The only conspiracy theory about jews is that there is no conspiracy around
jews. Their web of influence and conspiracy over humanity is so normalized, that
indeed, many people call this "reality". This is not reality and none of this is
normal at all.
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